WISSARD Contact Information

Lead Science Contacts (On site at the WISSARD field camp)

**NOTE: The deep field camp is 4 hours behind, and one day ahead of Eastern Standard Time.**

Dr. Ross Powell, Chief Scientist, Lead for Geology (RAGES sub-project)
ross@geol.niu.edu, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL
* Deep field contact powellro@imcs1.usap.gov through January 21st 2015 (tentatively)

Dr. John Priscu, Executive Committee, Lead for Microbial Ecology (GBASE sub-project)
jpriscu@montana.edu, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT
* Deep field contact priscujo@imcs1.usap.gov through January 21st 2015 (tentatively)

Dr. Slawek Tulaczyk, Executive Committee, Lead for Glaciology (LISSARD sub-project)
tulaczyk@pcm.ucsc.edu, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA
* Deep field contact tulaczsl@imcs1.usap.gov through January 21st 2015 (tentatively)

WISSARD Media Inquiries

Susan Kelly, WISSARD Education and Public Outreach Officer
sbkelly2@illinois.edu, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT

Tom Parisi, NIU Media Relations Specialist
tparisi@niu.edu, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL

John Sherve, WISSARD Project Manager
jsherve@montana.edu, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT
* Deep field contact shervejo@imcs1.usap.gov through January 21st 2015 (tentatively)

Project Principal Investigator Point of Contact (in the United States)

Dr. Helen Amanda Fricker, (Glaciologist, Discoverer of Lake Whillans)
hafricker@ucsd.edu, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego

Dr. Frank Rack, WISSARD Hot water Drill; DEEP-SCINI sub-contract
Frack2@unl.edu, ANDRILL Science Management Office, University of Nebraska

National Science Foundation Contacts:

Dr. Lisa Clough, NSF Division of Polar Programs
Program Officer for Antarctic Integrated System Science (Funder of the WISSARD project)
lclough@nsf.gov on site at McMurdo Base, Antarctica, (720) 568-1321

Peter West,
NSF Division of Polar Programs Media Specialist
pwest@nsf.gov

A full list of WISSARD Principal Investigators, students, and personnel can be found at
http://www.wissard.org/about/wissard-personnel